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while hardening. - page 12
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The description of the different cement types is made up of different sections:

For example:

CEM II/B-V 42.5N 

     Subclass N indicates normal early strength

    Standard strength class - 42,5 MPa after 28 days

   Indicates the second main constituent, in this case, fly-ash

  Indicates the clinker ratio; B = 65-79%

 Portland-composite cement (main cement type)

43221

Section 1

Indicates from which of the 5 main cement 
types the specified cement comes.

The main types of cement are: 
• CEM I    = Portland cement 
• CEM II  = Portland composite cement

Section 2

The first letter indicates how much constituents 
is added in %, and the second letter indicates 
which kind of constituent was used.

The amount added in % is symbolized by the 
letters A, B and C. They indicate different  
percentages in different cement types. 

Continues on page 4 

CRASH-COURSE IN  
CEMENT INDICATORS
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Section 3

Indicates the compressive strength in MPa after 28 days.

The compressive strength is measured by mixing cement, “Normen sand“ and water in 
the right weight proportions. This mortar is then casted into prism moulds, de-moulded 
the next day and stored in water for the following 27 days. From there each 3 prisms 
are taken for 2, 3, 7 and 28 day compressive- and flexural strength tests respectively 
to be performed.

The three most common strength categories are 32.5, 42.5 and 52.5. 

The range of each category is plus < 20 N/mm², which means the range for a 32.5 
cement is from > 32.5 to < 52.5 N/mm². The range for the 52.5 strength starts at >52.5 
and has no upper restriction.

The range for a 42.5 cement is from > 42.5 to < 62.5 N/mm².  
 
There is a category, which is seldom used  is the 22.5 strength category. This category 
is mostly used for plastering.

Continues from page 3 
For example: 

“CEM I” - No letters, because it consists of 95-100% clinker and 0-5 % secondary ingredients 
“CEM II” - A = Indicates that the product has been extended with 6-20 % Limestone 
 - B = Indicates that the product has been extended with 21-35 % Limestone

The type of constituent is indicated by the following abbreviations/letters: 
“V” = Siliceous Fly-Ash 
“L” = Limestone with only up to 5% organic material (Low grade) 
“LL”  = Limestone with only up to 2% organic material (High grade)

Section 4

Indicates which early strength the cement has. There are 
three different types of early strengths, L, N & R; however 
only two are used in Southern Africa (N & R).

1.  “N”  stands for ordinary (normal) early strength

2. “R”  stands for high (rapid) early strength 

The parameters for these classifications are determined in the 
SABS SANS 50197-1.

Types of Ohorongo Cement
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Continues from page 3 
For example: 

“CEM I” - No letters, because it consists of 95-100% clinker and 0-5 % secondary ingredients 
“CEM II” - A = Indicates that the product has been extended with 6-20 % Limestone 
 - B = Indicates that the product has been extended with 21-35 % Limestone

The type of constituent is indicated by the following abbreviations/letters: 
“V” = Siliceous Fly-Ash 
“L” = Limestone with only up to 5% organic material (Low grade) 
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CRASH-COURSE IN 
CEMENT TYPES

In general, people are not well informed about the different types of cement and 

what the indicators stand for. Herewith a short crash-course in cement types of 

Ohorongo Cement and cement indicators and what it means.

Types of Ohorongo Cement

CEM I 42.5R
Used by Brickmakers due to the 
high early strength.

Also used for special Fly-Ash mixes, 
where the prescribed Fly-Ash  
content is added on site while mix-
ing the concrete.

CEM II A-LL 42.5N
Used by batching plants for  
a high range of ready-mix  
concrete.

CEM II / B-V 42.5N
Ideal for use at the coast, 
higher resistance against 
moisture penetration and 

chloride enriched  
environment (sea water).

CEM II B-LL 32.5N
Used by retailers, small 

construction companies 
and common applications 
around the house (plaster-
ing and small renovations)
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IMPORTANT 
HEALTH AND SAFETY

Safety glasses to  
prevent dust and  

small objects from  
harming your  

eyes.

Dust mask to prevent 
dust from entering 

your lungs.

Safety Gear required for brickmakers

While lifting Ohorongo 
Cement bags, you should 
bend your knees and have 
a straight back. In order to 
avoid back injuries, obtain 
help to lift the Ohorongo 
Cement bags.

Safety shoes  
Feet needs to be  

protected at all times.

Protective clothing 
and gloves to  
prevent skin  
irritations.
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COMPONENTS FOR 

CONCRETE BRICKS
There are three components that makes up a brick, and it is very important to  

understand what the components are and the purpose of each before we start 

making bricks.

Ohorongo Cement 
& Clean Water,  
together acts as 
‘glue’ components

River Sand increases the 
volume of the mixture, 
making the bricks more 
affordable.
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While a secured supply of 
cement means Namibians 
can build more homes, 
schools, clinics and offices, 
sustainability and local value 
addition is at the core of our 
business. This includes an 
invinvestment in excess of N$3 
billion to date, almost a 
100% Namibian work-
force, and working with 
SMEs to create business 
opportunities so they can 
become self-sufficient and 
create employment for 
more Namibians.

How do we care for the envi-
ronment? Whether through 
the use of solar power, burning 
RDF (a homogenous substi-
tute for fossil fuels), wood 
chips or charcoal fines, a 
great deal of energy goes 
into finding the most 
practical sources of heat 
and power for the cement 
manufacturing process. All 
this while our emission 
levels are well below European 
Standards, and thanks to a 
zezero dust policy, we keep 
Namibia's air as fresh as when 
we first arrived.

When it comes to proving 
that Namibian cement is 
produced to the highest 
international quality, our 
credentials speak for them-
selves. Our cement products 
hold the Namibian Standards 
InstituteInstitute mark of quality and 
is SABS and NSI certified.  
More than 150 samples are 
tested daily throughout the 
year to ensure consistent 
quality. Our Operations are 
also ISO cert i f ied and 
appapproved by the VDZ (Verein 
Deutscher Zementwerke 
e.V.), the economic, technical 
and scientific association for 
the German cement industry. 

PRODUCED IN NAMIBIA TO
WORLD-CLASS STANDARDS

SO MUCH MORE
THAN JUST A

NAMIBIAN
CEMENT

Sustainability and local value 
addition is at the core of our 
business. A secured supply of 
cement means Namibians can 
build more homes, schools, 
clinics and offices. This includes 
an investment in excess of N$3 
billionbillion to date, almost a 100% 
Namibian workforce, and 
working with SMEs to create 
business opportunities so they 
can become self-sufficient and 
create employment for more 
Namibians.

How do we care for the Namibian 
environment? Ohorongo's 
Environmental  Management 
System is ISO 14001:2015 
certified. We continuously 
focus on maintaining our carbon 
footprint at an industry-bench-
marmarked low level through the 
replacement of hard coal with 
Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF), 
wood chips from encroacher 
bush and charcoal fines. Addi-
tionally, a portion of our electricity 
is obtained from solar power. 
We have installed and maintain 
several baghouse filters to 
reduce dust emissions to the at-
mosphere to an absolute mini-
mum, even below European 
limits, to keep Namibia's air as 
fresh as when we first arrived.

When it comes to proving that 
Ohorongo cement is produced 
to the highest international 
quality, our credentials speak 
for themselves. Our cement 
products hold the Namibian 
Standards Institute mark of 
qualityquality and is SABS certified.  
More than 150 samples are 
tested daily throughout the 
year and are analysed by 
Ohorongo’s expert engineers 
and chemists to ensure consis-
tent quality. Our operations are 
further ISO 9001:2015 certified 
by the VDZ (Verein Deutscher 
Zementwerke e.V.).
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tested daily throughout the 
year and are analysed by 
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and chemists to ensure consis-
tent quality. Our operations are 
further ISO 9001:2015 certified 
by the VDZ (Verein Deutscher 
Zementwerke e.V.).
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Rain and direct 
sunlight will weaken 

your concrete

STORING  
OHORONGO CEMENT

When storing Ohorongo Cement, it is important to make sure that you take good 

care of the product, in order not to compromise the integrity of the cement.

Store the cement 
in a dry and  

covered area.

Do not store your cement directly 
on a natural surface, e.g. a concrete 

floor, as it might contain moisture, 
which could be absorbed,  

weakening your cement (bricks).

Cover your Ohorongo Cement 
under plastic sheeting / tarpaulins, 
or in a storeroom.

Store your Ohorongo 
Cement on plastic 

sheeting or wooden 
platforms/pallets.

þ ý þ

þ ý

Which type of Ohorongo 
Cement should you use?

The best Ohorongo Cement to use for 
brickmaking is either CEM II 32.5N, or  
CEM II 42.5N

ééé

ç

è
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WHY SHOULD YOU USE  
RIVER SAND?

Dune sand

HELPFUL TIP      by Ohorongo Cement

WHY SHOULD YOU USE  
CLEAN WATER?

Clean water, together with Ohorongo Cement, acts as the ‘glue’ component.  You 

should ALWAYS use clean, drinking water.  If your water contains unwanted  

elements, it will weaken the bricks you produce.

       If you cannot drink 

it do not use it!“

YOUR WATER SHOULD 
NOT CONTAIN

Animal 
dung

Small sticks 
and roots

Salt

 

”
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Top Soil Clay

WHY SHOULD YOU USE  
RIVER SAND?

River sand usually contains a lot of river debris, such as crushed shell fragments & 

larger silicon particles.  Usually, if sourced far from the river mouth, this type of sand 

is suitable, as long as the water is fresh with no taste of salt.

YOUR RIVER SAND 
SHOULD NOT CONTAIN

Animal dung Roots Sticks

Important Notice
Top Soil: Refers to the first half meter 
of the river sand, which contains a lot of 
dung, roots and sticks.
Clay: Will cause your bricks to crack & 
break during the hardening proces

Top soil +-0.5m

Good soil

Dune sand Leaves
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Here is how you can easily test the clay contents of sand:

1. Fill a bottle half full with river sand.
2. Add water until the bottle is nearly full.
3. Close the lid of the bottle.
4. Shake the bottle well.
5. Let the bottle stand until the river sand settled and the water at the top is 
 clear. (+- 1 hour)
6. If you do not see a clear separation between the layers of sand, repeat steps  
 4 and 5.
7. Look at the different layers of sand.

HOW DO WE TEST THE 
CLAY CONTENT?

Testing the clay contents of your river sand is very important as too much clay in  

the soil will lead to bricks that break while hardening.

Top Layer: 
very fine sand (clay)

Middle Layer: 
fine sand (silt)

Bottom Layer: 
rough sand

þ ý
Sandy Soil

0-10% Clay
0-10% Silt

80-100% Sand

Clay Soil

50-100% Clay

0-45% Silt
0-45% Sand

TRIAL AND ERROR

Try different ratios of river sand and water to Ohorongo Cement to obtain 

optimal brick strength.

• Always use the same size bucket to measure all the components.

• Always fill buckets in equal measures (level the bucket with a trowel)  

1.   Start with:  4 buckets of river sand to 1 bucket of Ohorongo Cement  

 and produce a few bricks.

2.   Change the ratio to:  5 buckets of river sand to 1 bucket of Ohorongo Cement  

 and produce a few bricks.

3.   Change the ratio to:  6 buckets of river sand to 1 bucket of Ohorongo Cement  

 and produce a few bricks.

After letting the bricks cure for 7 days, test the 

strength of the bricks (See page 17) 

Ohorongo Cement 
and clean water 

equals  
Very strong brick 

(cement paste)  
Very expensive
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Here is how you can easily test the clay contents of sand:
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Bottom Layer: 
rough sand TRIAL AND ERROR

Try different ratios of river sand and water to Ohorongo Cement to obtain 

optimal brick strength.

• Always use the same size bucket to measure all the components.

• Always fill buckets in equal measures (level the bucket with a trowel)  

1.   Start with:  4 buckets of river sand to 1 bucket of Ohorongo Cement  

 and produce a few bricks.

2.   Change the ratio to:  5 buckets of river sand to 1 bucket of Ohorongo Cement  

 and produce a few bricks.

3.   Change the ratio to:  6 buckets of river sand to 1 bucket of Ohorongo Cement  

 and produce a few bricks.

After letting the bricks cure for 7 days, test the 

strength of the bricks (See page 17) 

QUANTITIES OF  
THE COMPONENTS

Our three components, Ohorongo Cement, clean water and river sand, is all we 

require to produce bricks. However, how we mix these components will give us an 

affordable, but strong brick. The combinations are explained below. 

Ohorongo Cement 
and clean water 

equals  
Very strong brick 

(cement paste)  
Very expensive

River sand
and clean water 
equals  
Brick falls apart 
(mud)  
Very cheap
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Ohorongo exists to industrialize Namibia.  
Our essence is what we live by -  Quality / Empowerment / Innovation / Value Addition / Environmental.  

Because Ohorongo is so much more than just ‘strong’ or a caring corporate citizen.

We believe in Namibian’s for Namibia, for generations to come. 

Cementing Trust, Building Futures.  

This is not just cement, 
it is...  

Value Addition

Environmental

Quality

Empowerment

Innovation

SANS 50197-1
EN 197-1 NAMSEN 197-1 

HOW TO MAKE 
THE BRICK

There are 11 important steps to make a brick.

Ohorongo exists to industrialize Namibia.  
Our essence is what we live by -  Quality / Empowerment / Innovation / Value Addition / Environmental.  

Because Ohorongo is so much more than just ‘strong’ or a caring corporate citizen.

We believe in Namibian’s for Namibia, for generations to come. 

Cementing Trust, Building Futures.  

This is not just cement, 
it is...  

Value Addition

Environmental

Quality

Empowerment

Innovation

SANS 50197-1
EN 197-1 NAMS/EN 197-1 
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HOW TO MAKE 
THE BRICK

Sieve the collected river sand to remove the unwanted 
materials like large stones, roots,  grass, etc.

Store the sieved sand in a covered area: 

• Protect from rain, additional water will weaken  
 your cement brick, if not compensated for while  
 mixing. If sand exposed to rain reduce water  
 content when mixing. 

• Protect from the sun, because it heats up the river  
    sand, which can cause your bricks to crack.  
 
• Store your sand on a clean surface in order to  
 prevent accidentally mixing it with unsieved sand.

Do not mix the cement on gravel / ground surface, 
but rather on a clean, hard surface to ensure that 
the measured quantities of cement and sand re-
mains the same.

Step 1
Sieving the  
river sand

There are 11 important steps to make a brick.

Ohorongo exists to industrialize Namibia.  
Our essence is what we live by -  Quality / Empowerment / Innovation / Value Addition / Environmental.  

Because Ohorongo is so much more than just ‘strong’ or a caring corporate citizen.

We believe in Namibian’s for Namibia, for generations to come. 

Cementing Trust, Building Futures.  

This is not just cement, 
it is...  

Value Addition

Environmental

Quality

Empowerment

Innovation

SANS 50197-1
EN 197-1 NAMS/EN 197-1 
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For step 2 you need the correctly measured sieved 
river sand and your correctly measured Ohorongo 
Cement. E.g. 4 units sand to 1 unit cement.

To prepare your mix:

• Make a heap with the measured sieved river sand.

• Form a hole in the middle.

• Pour the measured Ohorongo Cement onto the  
 sand and spread evenly.

• Mix from the outside inwards as you move around  
 the material in a circular fashion.

Step 3
Dry MixingKeep on mixing the sand well with Ohorongo 

Cement, until you have a uniform colour.

• Make a heap with the mixed river sand and Ohorongo  
 cement.

• Make a hole in the middle.

• Carefully pour measured water into the hole and start  
 mixing the water and the cement-mix, from the outside  
 inwards. 
 
• If necessary, add more water/sand in small quantities  
 until you have a semi-dry to moist concrete mixture that  
 has a uniform colour. 
 
Remember: 

• The dryer the mix, the stronger the brick.

• The wetter the mix, the weaker the brick.

Step 4
Mixing of  
concrete

You should not mix more concrete than you can process in 1.5 hours, because the  
concrete starts hardening and does not bond/glue that well anymore.

This means your brick is going to be weak and will break.

Step 2
Starting  
the mix
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• Place the mould on an even surface. 

• Depending on the mould type used,  
 fill the mould with 1 or 2-3 layers of  
 concrete

• Level the concrete in the mould,  
 swiping off the excess concrete.

• Compact each layer of concrete  
 properly in the mould, using a  
 pounder. 

• Make a heap with the mixed river sand and Ohorongo  
 cement.

• Make a hole in the middle.

• Carefully pour measured water into the hole and start  
 mixing the water and the cement-mix, from the outside  
 inwards. 
 
• If necessary, add more water/sand in small quantities  
 until you have a semi-dry to moist concrete mixture that  
 has a uniform colour. 
 
Remember: 

• The dryer the mix, the stronger the brick.

• The wetter the mix, the weaker the brick.

You should not mix more concrete than you can process in 1.5 hours, because the  
concrete starts hardening and does not bond/glue that well anymore.

This means your brick is going to be weak and will break.

• Starting the day, clean your moulds with a clean cloth to  
 remove any dust. 

• If you want to, you can use mould-oil. Distribute it  
 evenly on the mould with a brush. 

• The oil will prevent the brick from sticking to the mould,  
 making de-moulding easier. 

• After you have removed the brick from the mould, rinse  
 the mould in a container filled with water. You can re-use  
 the water to clean the other moulds and tools. 

• After rinsing the mould, you can refill it without oiling it  
 again. 

* You should oil the mould 1 to 2 times per day, depending 
on how quickly the bricks starts sticking to the mould again. 

Step 7
Filling the  

mould

• Use the brickmould or pounder to  
 properly compact the concrete mixture in  
 the mould. 

• Slightly shake the brickmould and  
 carefully remove the bricks from the  
 mould. 

• Collect left-over concrete to use again  
 as excess waste can become costly. 

Step 8
de-Moulding 

the brick

If bricks are deformed or broken, you re-use  
the concrete mix while still wet and start again. 

Step 5&6
Preparing  
the mould
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• Leave the bricks in the position where you  
 produced them, and do not move it until  
 the bricks have strengthened and  
 hardened. 

• Maximize your working surface space by  
 placing the de-moulded brick next to the  
 previous set of bricks in an orderly  
 manner.

Step 9
Arranging  
the bricks

• The next day, the bricks can be carried to a storage area,  
 where it can be stacked on top of each other. 

• Your storage area must have a concrete floor, or a well  
 compacted surface covered with plastic sheeting.  
 Alternatively it must be laid out with wood or discarded  
 bricks. 

• Bricks should not be stored directly onto sand / ground,  
 as it can withdraw moisture from the bottom layer of  
 bricks, causing it to crack and break. 

• The bricks must be sprayed with water for 6 or more days,  
 this process is called curing: 
 o 3 times a day in hot weather 
 o 2 times a day in cloudy weather 
 o Not at all if it is raining. 

Step 10&11
Stacking and  

curing the bricks

WHY CURING? 

Curing is the process in which you treat 

your bricks with clean water. 

You prevent them from breaking by  

watering them, allowing the concrete to 

grow and harden. 

Through this process, you give your 

bricks extra strength. 

QUALITY CONTROL & 
PROBLEM SOLVING

After 7 days the bricks should be strong enough to be used.
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• Leave the bricks in the position where you  
 produced them, and do not move it until  
 the bricks have strengthened and  
 hardened. 

• Maximize your working surface space by  
 placing the de-moulded brick next to the  
 previous set of bricks in an orderly  
 manner.

Step 10&11
Stacking and  

curing the bricks

QUALITY CONTROL & 
PROBLEM SOLVING

After 7 days the bricks should be strong enough to be used.

Problem: The brick breaks / corner breaks / crumbles easily 
 
Cause: The brick was not compacted well enough in the mould. There is  
 too little Ohorongo Cement in the concrete mix.

Solution: Focus on compacting the concrete in the mould properly. Add  
                  more Ohorongo Cement to the concrete mix.

TESTING THE BRICK:
1. You take two 7 day old  
 bricks.

2. Knock two bricks  
 together

3. The sound is a determining  
      factor:  
      a. Strong brick: Ringing Sound 
  b. Weak brick: Dull Sound
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